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Grange primary school southwark ofsted report

Last OFSTED inspection report March 2018 Click on the logo below to read our OFSTED report after our last inspection in March 2018: Click here to view all the grange primary school inspection information currently published by OFSTED OFSTED Data Dashboard The data dashboard provides a snapshot of grange primary school
performance. The dashboard can be used by governors and members of the public to check the performance of the school or provider in which they are interested. Click on the logo below to see the Date Dashboard I am a very, very proud director! In March 2018 we had another very successful OFSTED. It was an opportunity to show the
amazing things that we do every day at Victory. Here are some quotes from the OFSTED report: Students are happy to learn and behave well in lessons and throughout the school. They are polite and well-mannered. Students say that all employees take care of and help them if they are worried about anything. Typically, students would
say, 'teachers and school principals make learning fun by challenging us.' Students spoke confidently about improving their work and the strategies teachers use to help them. Achievements in mathematics are a clear strength of the school. Pupils make significant progress in mathematics, with the result that the majority of pupils leave
school above national standards. School-wide writing improved and overall student progress in 2017 was above the national average. The management team has maintained a good quality of education at the school since the last inspection. Together with your deputy director and governors, you have created a friendly, friendly and
peaceful environment. Your focused and motivated leadership is strongly supported by all adults at school. Parents are very positive about the school and focus on the welfare and safety of their students. Click the link below to read the full report. March 20, 2018 How long until the next inspection? Good schools are inspected about once
every four years. We can also check at any time if we have concerns. We usually notify you in the afternoon of the working day before inspection. We can also check schools without notice. Ofsted Inspections will appear here: OFSTED How Grange Primary School recently became part of the Marches Academy Trust, we are still waiting
for our first Ofsted Inspection. Our latest Ofsted report before joining the Marches Academy Trust can be found here Click the link to go to the Grange Primary School Parent View page. © 2020 - Grange Primary School. All rights reserved. November 20, 2020Tony Cavallo This year, more than ever, we have witnessed the positive
strength that society can have when we meet to face a common challenge. Anti-Bullying Week is no different. Bullying has a long-term impact on those who experience and witness. We are all part of the puzzle and together we are against intimidation. We... Read more November 6, 2020Tony Cavallo Road family, Welcome back to the
autumn deadline 2 ... The children had a very sedentary week, and we as adults can learn so much from their resilience, which they show during this pandemic! We know that this second blockade is not ideal and can cause a lot of anxiety for some families. The school will remain... Read more October 16, 2020Tony Cavallo Dear Grange
family, It's October and we can already feel the temperature changes. We continue to focus on limiting the spread of covid-19. As part of this, we need to keep good ventilation in the classrooms, even if it can be a bit chilly. We need your help! We ask that parents make sure that... Read more October 12, 2020Tony Cavallo In October we
celebrate our diversity in Grange. We will learn about the contribution of people from all walks of life. We will examine the roots that unite us and the identity that makes us who we are today. We will share the real stories and experiences that shaped life... Read more Download our curriculum guide Download our latest school policies
here. Download our curriculum maps for group of the year. For our method and value statement. For the most recent dates and days of inserts. Learn more about our Governing Body.Download our latest newsletters here. See our Online Safety page Students use a curriculum that is well reflected in every classroom throughout the school.
Students benefit from a curriculum that is well reflected in every classroom throughout the school. Students are friendly and kind, reflecting the school's core values of hope, love, collaboration, and respect. The diversity and scope of extracurricular clubs effectively promotes students' interests. Clubs are very popular and well attended.
Students say they are happy to come to school and are with friends. LOWCOV = Low coverage: shown for value-added measure and coverage ratio, where schools have less than 50% of pupils included in na measure calculation = Not applicable: figures are not available for a given year, or the data field does not apply to school or
university NE = No entries: school or university has not reported any pupils or students to qualifications covered by the NEW = New school or college NP = Not published : for example, we do not publish Progress 8 data for independent schools and independent special schools, nor for the divisions of disadvantaged pupils and other pupils
for independent schools, independent special schools and non-sp special schools = a small percentage: this figure is from 0% to 0.5% SUPP = Suppressed: under certain circumstances we will suppress the establishment data. This is usually the case when there are 5 or fewer pupils covered by the measure (29 in the case of
apprenticeships). We avoid making this data public in order to protect your privacy We may also omit data as the case may be. Performance Cookies Performance cookies allow us to collect information about how a website is Used. For example, we may record the most visited pages. This data allows us to see where we can optimize the
website and make it more efficient. Foxtons: tbp, twp2, tws. tco Foxtons uses performance cookies to help you understand how our users use the website and how we can improve our website. We also have the following third-party solutions, which may specify the following cookies: Google Analytics: _ga, _gat, _gat_UA-&lt;TOKEN&gt;,
utmx, utmxx Google Analytics cookies are used to distinguish users and sessions and collect usage data related to your visit to our website so that we can improve our website. LivePerson: LivePersonID, LPVisitorID, LPVID, LPSID-&lt;TOKEN&gt;, LPCKEY-&lt;TOKEN&gt;, &lt;TOKEN&gt;-VID, wm-ueug LivePerson uses cookies (where
applicable) to provide hosted service solutions to clients such as LiveChat. AddThis: _atssc, _atuvc, _atuvs, _ Some sites may have an AddThis social plug-in that allows you to share pages on the social network and foxtons to view reports on which pages have been shared and how. Optimization: optimizelyEndUserId,
optimizelyRedirectData, optimizelyData*, lc-sp-uid Optimizely is a third-party optimization solution that helps us test, analyze and improve the experience of every user on the website based on their online behavior. Crazyegg: _ceir, is_returning, _CEFT, _ceg.s, _ceg.u, s, u, cer.s, cer.v Crazyegg is a third-party optimization solution that
helps us test, analyze and improve the experience of every user on the website based on their online behavior. Functional cookies Functional cookies allow the website to remember settings such as screen size, which allows us to display relevant content without overloading the capacity of the network or device. Mortgage – Stores
mortgage settings for use throughout the website. Currency - Stores currency settings for use throughout the website. recent - Stores information about the last pages viewed. screen - Stores the screen size of the device on which you are browsing our website. This allows us to display the right content for your device without overloading
the network and maintaining the best layout. Strictly necessary cookies allow you to log in to your account and view your account information without having to log in again each time you go to the next page. You can't turn them off. foxtons_session - Stores information about whether you are logged into your account or not.
visit_secure_token2 (session) - Stores the information necessary to access your account. cookie_policy_displayed - Stores information about the cookie policy. search - Stores your preferences as to how you prefer to display results, i.e. display 10 properties per page and filter prices from highest to lowest. To make your experience by
visiting the Foxtons website as simple and convenient as possible, we place small data files known as cookies on your computer. This practice is used by many websites. Cookies are created when your browser loads a website. Page sends&lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; &lt;/TOKEN&gt; browser, which then creates a
text file. Cookies are stored on your device for different periods of time, from as short a time as the duration of your browsing session to several months. Every time you return to the website, your browser downloads and sends cookies to the server, which helps improve your website experience by: Memorizing your settings so you don't
have to re-enter them every time you visit Memorize recent properties and searches, helping you stay on top of the new Usage Measurement listings so we can see where we can improve you can manage and/or delete these small files from your device, but remember that this will limit the functionality we are able to offer. You.
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